1. **Evaluation of Dialogue: Total Points are 20.** Students will receive 10 for the written elements including creativity, length, spelling, grammar, and cultural accuracy. Ten points will be given for presentation in class including pronunciation, speaking clearly, demonstrating the dialogue, and leading other students in practice. Each dialogue should have 6 to 8 exchanges between two people, with additional variations suggested.

2. **Sample Dialogue**

   #1: Mish nam wa, xay (tl’aks)?
   #2: Shix mash wa, ku mish nam aw wa imk?
   #1: Shix aw. Mish mash wa ayat/iwinsha?
   #2: Shix. Mish mash wa miyanashma?
   #1: Shix. Mish nam anawisha?
   #2: Li, anawishaash.
   #1: Tun nam átk’ixsha tkwátat.
   #2: Átk’ixshaash wáptu ku anipash.
   #1: Átk’ix-shaam tmaanit?
   #2: Li, átk’ix-shaash wiwnu.
   #1: Átk’ix-shaam kupi?
   #2: Li, átk’ix-shaash kupi ku ts’i.
   #1: Ayik, atawit, ku tkwátashaam.
   #2: Kumish, aw shix.

**Additional Wordsto Use:** Kala (maternal grandmother), Tila (maternal grandfather), Ala (paternal grandmother), Pusha (paternal grandfather), lakamiin (salmon mulligan), támaki nikwit (barbecued meat), tmish (chokecherries).